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- Clean new design for easy readability and comprehension- Updated text presented in a lively,
continuous narrative- New center-spread sidebar feature presenting material in a fun, creative
way- Excellent age-appropriate introduction to curriculum-relevant subjects- Important Words
glossary clarifies subject-specific vocabulary- Resources section encourages independent
study- Index makes navigating subject matter easy

About the AuthorJanet Lunn and Christopher Moore; illustrated by Alan Daniel
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Amanda Cowen, “Informative intro to Mayan world. My family likes to travel. My husband and I
are both really into ancient meso American civilizations. We have been to many ruins. This book
does a good job of giving the basics about Mayan culture that a child can understand. Definitely
recommend it for anyone who wants to enrich their child’s experience of visiting these sites.
Beyond hearing the guide clap and cause the chamber echos in the temples, it can be boring for
kids giving them (and yourself) a little knowledge prior to going will help them focus and look for
certain things.”

Scout, “artwork is from ancient artifacts. I ordered several books on the Maya & haven't had time
to fully read this one, but have skimmed it. But based on another review, I did look at the pictures
before I shared it with my kids. These are not illustrations: much of the artwork is photographs of
ancient sculptures, wall paintings and masks. These are how the ancient Mayans depicted
themselves, not how a modern artist has drawn them. There is one illustration that looks like it is
modern, but it is describing ancient Mayan society & is very much in keeping with the style of the
photographs of the original artifacts. Other than that one illustration, the photos that are not of
artifacts are of modern Mayan people, housing, or ruins of Mayan sites. My skim of the text is
that it seems very informative & I like that they give pronunciation of difficult words. It looks like a
colorful, informative book that I look forward to reading with my kids. I think for the price & the
attention span of the intended audience, it seems very good.”

value man, “Cool civilization of eons ago.. This is a grade school primer on history and
archeology of Central America in general and the fascinating Maya people specifically. Covers
the subject in a thorough and interesting manner. Story of a advanced civilization who moved
human existence forward in giant steps. Clear description of a complex society. Excellent
reference book at Amazon's discount price.”

Michael J Golembesky, “She enjoyed reading this and learned a lot. Bought this for my daughter.
We are going to Mexico to explore some Mayan Ruins soon. She enjoyed reading this and
learned a lot. She can't wait to learn more during our trip”

Ebook Library Reader, “If you want to learn Maya's history, this is a good book.. Very informative
and educational book, with nice, colorful pictures, easy to understand.”

Ronald Fisher, “Pretty good kids book about Maya. This is a pretty good kids book about the
Maya. My boys and I all learned some basic info before we visited some ruins in Belize. It's a
quick read and an easy way to learn some interesting facts about the Mayan civilization.”

Christian Campos, “Five Stars. my son is 9 he says he liked a lot”



Ms. S. E. Worthington, “Was sceptical about getting paperback..... Wanted this for my daughter
who is in year 5 and doing this subject. Was concerned about it being paperback as I thought it
would be too much reading and not enough, if any, visual facts. How wrong I was.....brilliant!
Perfect for her age. Would massively recommend this to anyone looking for books for children.
My daughter was so excited, she took it to school to show her teacher....and she has the same
one!! Never underestimate a paperback”

L. Taylor, “Perfect for the new Primary NC. Perfect for the new Primary NC. This little book has
been very popular with my year 3/4 class. Just the right level of detail, with super photos,
covering all aspects of Mayan life.”

agnieszka, “Well written book but not enough detail for upper KS2. The recommended reading
level of 7-9 years is probably accurate, but content-wise it did not offer enough detail for Year 5
subject work (e.g. in the section on religion only one God is named.)”

john merriman, “Five Stars. all good”

The book by Jackie Maloy has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 103 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 32 pages
Reading age: 7 - 9 years
Grade level: 2 - 4
Item Weight: 8.2 ounces
Dimensions: 7.54 x 0.3 x 8.46 inches
Library Binding: 48 pages
Lexile measure: 960L
Hardcover: 320 pages
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